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Graphing Practice in Biology
Graphing is an essential practice in biology used to explore patterns
in data in order to make inferences9, communicate with others, and
problem solve. As a practice, graphing is situated within a discipline
and its community and the use of graphs not only allows one to
understand data, but science concepts more broadly5,7. As
such, competence with graphing develops over time and is a desired
outcome of undergraduate biology curricula.1,8

The GraphSmarts Assessment

What's Next?
This work contributes to our long term goal of increasing
undergraduate biology student competence in graph construction.
We are excited to move on to the next phase of our work:
expanding our tool kit for assessing student graph construction and
developing new methods to understand how students learn about
graphing. We will use this information to co-develop new
instructional modules that can be used in introductory biology
courses to better support students.

Scenario for the Graphing Task

In this project we aim to design assessments with real-world messy
data5 in biological contexts relevant to introductory biology to reveal
the feature of students' graphing practices to guide instruction and
curriculum development.

GraphSmarts
Assessment

Next Steps

GraphSmarts Assessment Design
We created the GraphSmarts digital assessment using an iterative
Design-Based Research2 approach guided by the EvidenceCentered Design (ECD) framework for digital assessment design6.

How We Measure It
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The Graphing Tasks
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We are actively looking for faculty partners at 2
and 4-year institutions who are interested in codeveloping new assessment scenarios (20212022) and open-access tutorials (2023-2024).

Features and content
of the digital tool
Tasks and products

Supported by data from
interviews with over 50
students and instructors

Figure 1. GraphSmarts assessment design process following Evidence-Centered Design6. Student model, evidence model, and task model(s)
boxes from Mislevy, 2013.

If you think you might be interested in joining us in
this effort, please scan the QR code below to
complete a brief form or email the project PI,
Stephanie Gardner (sgardne@purdue.edu), with
questions.

Examples of GCCM-aligned Questions

Graph Construction Conceptual Model (Student Model)
Category

Description

Data Selection

Four concepts related to understanding the structure of the data
being plotted and its relation to the prediction
Data Exploration Four concepts related to manipulating and characterizing data on a
graph (e.g. individual points vs. summary statistics, showing
variance)
Graph Assembly Five concepts related to drawing the graph (e.g. choosing type of
graph, plotting points, following conventions)
Graph Reflection Four concepts related to interpreting and evaluating the graph (e.g.
identifying trends, drawing conclusions)
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The Graph Construction Conceptual Model (GCCM) was
articulated building on our own experiences teaching graphing,
our past research on graphing in biology3,4. We gathered face and
content validity evidence through a scoping literature review and
focus groups with biology (n = 5) and statistics education (n = 3)
researchers and educators (Abraham et al., in preparation).
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Describing Student Graphing Practices
• Thematic coding of free-response items
• Autoscoring of graphs and responses to
constrained questions
• Bayesian Knowledge Tracing to
describe student aggregate graphing
practice

A

Figure 2. Distribution of the total graph score (green) and individual graph practice scores (grays) for students in a majors introductory biology classroom who
completed the GraphSmarts assessment (N=60 students). Graph practice scores in light gray show variation across students within the class, illustrating practices that
could be targeted for instruction for introductory biology students.
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